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I. INTRODUCTION

Especially in the wake of the 2016 U.S. presidential election, there is increasing debate about how and why to regulate political speech posted on social media platforms, and whether such regulation is possible or desirable. Initially, such debates focused on the concept, production, and circulation of “fake news.”1 As politicians like President Trump co-opted the term to attack
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journalists and insulate themselves from criticism, and as academics argued against the term’s imprecision, historical complexity, and political weaponization, this term fell out of favor. In lieu of discussing “fake news,” scholars and public commentators gradually began talking about the role that “misinformation,” “disinformation,” or “computational propaganda” play in public discourse.

Rarer, though, in debates about how to name and trace this problematic class of speech are more fundamental conversations about what type of public life is presumed or desired. More precisely: What types of public life does such a focus on truth or falsity take for granted, and what type of public life is created by focusing on the truth or falsity of information? While many scholars assume the existence of “fake news” as a powerful political phenomenon and focus on its spread, effects, and defenses, others have questioned the “myth of the attentive public” that fake news ostensibly harms, reminded us of persuasion campaigns’ minimal effects, and questioned why scholars seem to be focusing on questions of information quality and circulation instead of longstanding political issues like race, class, and identity.

In this Paper, I want to depart slightly from scholarship that frames debates about contemporary, online political speech in terms of information, persuasion, effects, or even identity and instead ask: What assumptions do platform infrastructures make about public life, and what alternative forms of public life to do those assumptions foreclose? I focus on these infrastructures not because I see them as simple channels for delivering content that sways minds or elections, but because they are simultaneously instrumental and symbolic. Yes, they expose audiences to content, but they also serve as powerful sociotechnical imaginaries: “Collectively held, institutionally

---

6 See, e.g., Computational Propaganda (Samuel C. Woolley & Philip N. Howard eds., 2018).
9 See DANIEL KREISS, PROTOTYPE POLITICS 93–100 (2016).
stabilized, and publicly performed visions of desirable futures” enacted through often invisible technologies.10

Science and Technology Scholars often focus on the public significance and power of built infrastructures—information systems and social arrangements that create the conditions under which collective meanings and public life are made.11 In the same tradition, I posit that today’s dominant view of online political speech—and the dominant critiques thereof—rests on three largely unquestioned assumptions. Firstly, citizens are *information processors* and publics are *information products*. Secondly, public life rests on *taken-for-granted categories* that social media platforms have a vested interest in creating, naturalizing, and policing. Lastly, much of political speech is governed by largely invisible *logics of probability* that platforms use to justify a scale of data that their business models require.

To develop this argument and ground this critique, I focus on a partnership that Facebook formed with five U.S. news and fact-checking organizations in the wake of the 2016 U.S. presidential election. Drawing on interviews and fieldwork with key partnership participants, I show how this partnership was a form of political speech infrastructure that assumes an “information ideal” of citizenship, that rests upon proprietary and computed categories of political speech, and that uses probability as a tool to govern speech and as a rhetorical defense against the power of Facebook’s scale.

Although a complete discussion of the concept is beyond the scope of this Paper, I use the term “infrastructure” in the tradition of Science and Technology Scholars who largely define it as an often invisible set of relationships among people and materials (e.g., algorithms and databases) that create the conditions under which sociotechnical systems are seen to be working or failing.12 In addition to the more visible and formalized rules that govern organizations’ and people’s use of technologies, these relationships create the tacit norms, taken-for-granted practices, collective rhythms, shared terminology, and agreed-upon roles that make complex systems—from transport systems and power plants to advertising algorithms and sensor networks—seem stable, predictable, governable, and even boring. When such infrastructures are “inverted”13 —when the usually invisible relations among their human and nonhuman actors are traced and analyzed—it becomes possible to see how information systems are actually precarious, ongoing

11 See generally CHRISTOPHER A. LE DANTEC, DESIGNING PUBLICS (2016); NOORTJE MARRES, MATERIAL PARTICIPATION (2012).
achievements that require a great deal of negotiation, coordination, and compromise. Infrastructures are anything but natural. They could be driven by different relationships, different definitions, and different tradeoffs. At any given moment, an infrastructure’s form and function emerge from subtle and complex negotiations among people and machines, many of whom are not consciously aware of or reflecting upon the types of power, language, expertise, and values that are keeping their infrastructures alive. In light of Latour’s claim that “technology is society made durable,” the concept of infrastructure becomes a way of (a) seeing technology as intertwined, mutually defining relationships between people and materials, and (b) asking which other societies might be possible, if only we had different relationships and different technologies.

Increasingly, scholars are using such an infrastructural lens to understand information work—everything from elections, earthquakes, canals, and space exploration, to press freedom, artificial intelligence, television distribution, and fact-checking. This way of seeing technologies focuses little on the “effects” that media have on people. Instead, such an approach cares more about what kind of social, cultural, and public worlds are created though intertwined people and objects. In this vein, I not only claim that Facebook’s partnership with news organizations can best be seen as infrastructural, I also want to read this infrastructure for the assumptions it makes about what public life is and should be.

II. FACEBOOK’S FACT-CHECKING PARTNERSHIP AS INFRASTRUCTURE

I base the analysis in this claim and this reading on a case study I conducted of Facebook’s partnership with five U.S. news and fact-checking
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organizations.\textsuperscript{23} The partnership has since received significant journalistic attention, has changed, and is, in many ways, no longer the same network that I studied in 2017–2018. The point of this Paper, though, is neither to give a cotemporaneous account of the network as it exists today, nor to evaluate the partnership’s success or its impact on the spread of misinformation. Rather, my aim is to use the network as an object to think with about how a major social media platform understands political speech, sees its public purpose, and configures its infrastructures in ways that make some types of public life more or less possible.

My 2018 report gives fuller context on the partnership’s origins and dynamics, but it is sufficient here to say that the collaboration was formed in the immediate aftermath of the 2016 U.S. presidential election, spurred on by a combination of factors.\textsuperscript{24} Whether the effect of its misinformation on the election was real or imagined, Facebook was caught in a major public relations scandal as people inside and outside of the company called for some kind of change to how the platform circulated content. At about the same time, the International Fact-Checking Network (IFCN)—a unit of the Poynter Institute that convenes fact-checkers worldwide—wrote an open letter calling for Facebook to provide more transparency and accountability in how it circulated misinformation. Facebook and five U.S. news and fact-checking organizations that were signatories to the IFCN’s code of principles formed a partnership in which fact-checkers could “identify a story [that appeared on Facebook] as fake,” flag that story as “disputed,” and provide a “link to the corresponding article explaining why.”\textsuperscript{25} Stories that fact-checkers flagged as disputed could then potentially “appear lower in News Feed.”\textsuperscript{26} Fact-checkers were hungry for access to the raw materials that they needed for their work—misinformation—and one of the principal suppliers of those materials—Facebook—was offering them a type of insider access.\textsuperscript{27}

This workflow was structured around a dashboard that Facebook built and then let its fact-checking partners access.\textsuperscript{28} Fact-checkers loaded the dashboard and reviewed the list of stories that Facebook had posted to it (based
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\textsuperscript{28} Although I was never allowed to see the dashboard, the description of it here was confirmed by multiple partners. See id.
on “reports from [their] community, along with other signals”).

The dashboard organized the stories in various ways, including by date, URL, and a “popularity” score that fact-checkers said Facebook never fully explained to them. Fact-checkers would choose a story to investigate, write their report, and then append their report to that story’s dashboard entry. From there, Facebook would analyze the stories, the fact-check report, and other undisclosed signals. Some news organizations had a dedicated person responsible for choosing stories to fact-check off the Facebook dashboard, while other news organizations shared the role among multiple people. All partners stressed that they treated this content no differently than other stories they fact-checked. In a leaked email obtained by BuzzFeed News—later confirmed by Facebook—the company claimed that “once we receive a false rating from one of our fact checking partners, we are able to reduce future impressions [of that story] on Facebook by 80 percent.”

The partnership suffered from several challenges. For example, fact-checkers debated amongst themselves whether and how much money to accept from Facebook for participating in the collaboration. Additionally, the dashboard and workflow were routinely critiqued as opaque and overwhelming; the dashboard listed thousands of stories, and fact-checkers felt that their methodical practices were too slow for the deluge. Fact-checkers further complained that they knew too little about the impact of their work, that there was ambiguity regarding why certain sources but not others appeared on the dashboard, and that Facebook did not communicate with them often or clearly enough.

Although the partners worked to ameliorate several of these issues—and some partners left while others were added—it was clear that the partnership was infrastructural. It entailed norms, practices, and values among a variety of actors. Automated machine processes served up disputed stories, pushed the fact-checks back into an unseen system, and then reduced the circulation of those stories. The dashboard organized work and spurred debates and, unless you were the Facebook engineer who built the dashboard or the fact-checker who used it, much of the partnership was beyond your

29 See Ananny, supra note 23.
32 Ananny, supra note 23.
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view, control, or even knowledge. Despite the attention it periodically received in the mainstream media and Facebook’s public touting of its success in curbing misinformation, the partnership was largely invisible to most people. Just as most train passengers think little about railroad ties and few Netflix watchers think about the broadband networks enabling their binges, the fact-checking partnership became part of the largely invisible speech infrastructure that heavily influences what gets said, who hears it, and whether it is believed, shared, and acted upon.

III. THREE WAYS PLATFORMS SEE PUBLIC LIFE AS/THROUGH COMMUNICATION INFRASTRUCTURE

A. Information Ideals of Citizenship

The infrastructure of Facebook’s fact-checking partnership had many rich dynamics. In particular, this Paper will focus on three things that the partnership—and platforms more generally—teaches us: How political communication technologies (1) see people, (2) defend categories, and (3) assume scales. To construct a normative critique of contemporary political communication—to ask if society is creating the kinds of publics that it wants and needs—one must develop precise interrogations of the infrastructures that structure political speech.

The fact-checking partnership was driven by an image of the ideal political person that mirrors what media historian Michael Schudson calls the “good citizen.”35 Emerging out of late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century progressive moments, this was a “citizenship of intelligence rather than passionate intensity”36 that foregrounded individual literacy and disciplined self-education—“a shift from sentiment to interest as the basis of politics.”37 This version of the good citizen is echoed in progressive models of journalism and deliberative theories of democracy that aim to give citizens the “objective” information that they need to vote, hold public officials accountable, and rationally debate policy alternatives.38 Indeed, fact-checking cultures often play into this information ideal by seeing themselves as verifiers of truths that citizens can use in whatever ways they like.39

36 Id.
37 Id. at 185.
38 See, e.g., MICHAEL SCHUDSON, WHY DEMOCRACIES NEED AN UNLOVABLE PRESS 12 (2008).
I heard exactly this ideal of the citizen in how partners talked about the partnership and their work. Fact-checkers spoke of their need to get at the massive amounts of misinformation that Facebook indexed, their investment in “truthful reporting,” and their desire to “reduce deception in politics.” Facebook said that it “cannot become arbiters of truth ourselves,” but could instead use the partnership as a way to “help people decide for themselves what to trust and what to share.”40 Fact-checkers and Facebook saw themselves as information brokers whose job was to increase the quality and validity of information circulating online.41

With only a small amount of dissent, fact-checkers and Facebook agreed that the misinformation its partnership identified should not be banned entirely from the platform (or the broader Internet).42 Some suggested that misinformation should be moved to an area separate from Facebook’s main newsfeed, while others stressed that if misinformation was presented alongside fact-checks then people could decide for themselves what to make of the stories. They all largely adopted a marketplace model of political speech. One fact-checker said that that people’s “motivation for sharing might be complicated . . . and [we] don’t want to police the Internet.”43 Another argued that as long as fact-checks accompanied misinformation, people would learn what was true, and as “a First Amendment supporter I find that cool.”44

The partnership’s dominant image was of “good citizens” critically informing themselves, publics rationally debating quality information, and speech marketplaces surfacing truths. This image of the literate, rational, information-exchanging citizen, though, aligns poorly with (a) how effectively emotional political content drives social media popularity45 and (b) the prominence of the “popularity” metric in the partnership’s own dashboard. Platforms thrive on emotional content, so it is unsurprising that “popularity” would be one of the dashboard’s keywords.

It could be that partners thought that their fact-checking could counter the popularity of emotional political content—i.e., they knew that citizens are

40 Mosseri, supra note 26.
41 See Ananny, supra note 23.
42 Id.
43 Id.
44 Id.
not rational information processors, but they wished they were and were trying to make them such by debunking popular misinformation. This wish contradicts a larger point made by scholars of evocative media, affective publics, and agonistic politics. Political emotion is immutable and sometimes desirable. Instead of trying to curb emotional content and make people into something they are not—a fool’s errand given social media’s love of affective engagement—partnerships and infrastructures like Facebook’s might acknowledge the immutability of emotion and instead ask how affective media could create public life that is defensible and desirable.

B. The Categories of Politics and the Politics of Categories

The information ideal of citizenship is not the only contingent and contentious concept underpinning the partnership and social media more generally. Facebook and other platforms rely heavily on several largely opaque and unexplored definitions and categories that are made to seem like natural and essential elements of online political speech.

The most central term is, in fact, a collection of terms related to falsity. In a single 2018 policy statement, Facebook product manager Tessa Lyons uses several seemingly interchangeable terms, including “false news,” “misinformation,” “fake stories,” “inauthentic content,” and “misleading content.” There is little clarity or precision in Facebook’s language.

To be sure, the phenomenon is by no means obvious or incontrovertible. Lucas Graves, one of the leading scholars of journalistic fact-checking, describes how messy and interpretive the practice can be. He finds that fact-checking is anything but a quick verification of pre-existing claims. Instead, it is a form of knowledge production in which “simple and settled questions seem to become more complicated and less settled on closer inspection,” as fact-checkers weigh different types of authority and expertise, consider incomplete and uncertain information, and interpret the assumptions and expectations of different audiences. Rarely do fact-checkers encounter the kind of neat ontological categories that platforms and machine learning algorithms assume. Facebook has a vested interest in outsourcing uncertainty to fact-checkers, whose judgments they can use to “improve our technology.
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so we can identify more potential false news faster in the future.”

Though self-reflective fact-checkers know that their determinations can be contingent and contextual, Facebook requires “true” or “false” to be stable categories policed by professionals whom the platform can lean on for the legitimacy it needs to claim that its circulation of political speech is neutral and objective.

Fact-checkers balked, though, at one of the dashboard’s central categories: “Popularity.” As one fact-checker said, “We’ve asked [Facebook] a hundred ways to Sunday what ‘popularity’ means. We don’t know the mechanism they use to determine popularity.” Several fact-checkers questioned why they never saw widely popular mainstream news or conservative conspiracy sites like InfoWars listed on the dashboard. Fact-checkers also wondered whether they were missing important forms of misinformation that did not fit with Facebook’s calculation of “popular,” and speculated (without evidence) that Facebook might not define as “popular” stories that earned the platform a great deal of advertising revenue. Partly in response to partners’ concerns, Facebook added an “impact” metric to the dashboard, though fact-checkers similarly did not understand how this term was defined.

But even though fact-checkers questioned these terms and calculations, they seemed simultaneously grateful for them. They knew that popularity was an important phenomenon and seemed willing to let Facebook own the operationalizations of these concepts, or simply accepted that they could never persuade Facebook that such calculations were proprietary trade secrets that could not be discussed in detail. One fact-checker expressed gratitude to Facebook for “doing that work, providing views on what’s popular, what’s circulating.” And another acknowledged that even imperfect popularity metrics helped them allocate their time: “You don’t want to write about something that hasn’t gone viral because you don’t want to elevate its visibility. But if there’s something that is being widely circulated, then you want to debunk it.”

These debates about “true” versus “false,” “inauthentic” versus “verified,” and the meaning of “popular” are only a small part of Facebook’s larger assumptions about the stability and incontrovertible aspects of political speech. For example, in his 2019 speech outlining the platform’s work to
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“prevent outside interference in elections and Facebook’s attitude towards political speech,” Facebook Vice President of Global Affairs and Communications (and former Deputy Prime Minister of the UK) Nick Clegg foregrounded—but left undefined—an almost endless number of key terms. Those terms included “politician” (does this include officeholders and office-seekers at all levels of government?), “newsworthy” (it depends upon the content’s “public interest value” and whether a region has a “free press”), “election” (it is unclear when Facebook thinks these start and stop), and “deepfake” videos (versus shallowly faked forms of other media that are presumably less newsworthy or of lower public value).

To be sure, these terms are unstable and not easy to define. They shift depending on the context and the different values and assumptions of the speaker, and they are the subject of endless scholarly debate. My concern is not that Facebook has defined these terms incorrectly—people can and should disagree about them—but rather that Facebook has created operationalizations of these terms through largely opaque and poorly understood processes. Further, the inaccessibility these terms places them not only beyond critique—they become baked into the infrastructures of online political speech—but they can become naturalized in a way that gives them an entirely new type of political power. To function at the scale that its business model requires, Facebook needs to conceal its definitional work—to be sure, the platform’s public power and opacity is a problem—but my deeper concern is that Facebook is creating a seemingly natural set of terms and definitions that will become dominant categories of political speech and, thus, the categories used for collective self-governance. It is one thing not to be able to see inside the machinery that operationalizes and governs political speech, but it is quite another not to be able to debate the meaning of words like politician, newsworthy, public interest, or free press—or even know what words and categories make the platform work.

Facebook is not alone in making these categorical assumptions. News organizations often breezily switch between calling their audiences “users” versus “readers;” Twitter describes its “trending topics” as a neutral image of people’s interests, Google maintains a private whitelist of websites that it judges worthy of indexing on Google News, and journalists themselves often equate tweets and search-engine queries with “public opinion.”

62 See id.
politics shrinks when we fail to acknowledge the politics of political categories.

This debate is not new. In her foundational paper “Do Categories Have Politics?” Science and Technology Scholar Lucy Suchman identified a class of “coordination technologies” that “provide canonical frameworks for the representation and control of everyday communication practices.”64 Her concern was that such technologies were based on a set of uncritiqued and largely invisible models that aimed to “discipline and control” people’s actions.65 After Suchman used Terry Winograd’s system to illustrate her argument, Winograd, doctoral advisor to Google co-founder Larry Page and later a company advisor, responded by largely dismissing her core critique as “sociopolitical drama,”66 but accepted that no system can “fully capture the richness of mental life or social interaction.”67 Standardization and coordinated action were essential if distributed activities were to accomplish a goal.68 Winograd’s solution to Suchman’s charge was to invite people to participate in the creation of computational systems, arguing that “design succeeds when it is grounded in the context and experience of those who live in the situation.”69

The problem with Winograd’s response to Suchman’s astute critique is that those of us who “live in the situation” that Facebook creates—who are “grounded in the context and experience” of the political speech the platform governs—often cannot see, understand, consent to, or counter its categories and definitions. The deep challenge is not only accessing these terms and holding those who dominate the political life that they describe accountable, but fighting against their privatization and naturalization.

C. Governing Scale through Probability

Touting the success of the fact-checking partnership, Lyons, the Facebook product manager, said that when partners “rate something as false, we rank those stories significantly lower in News Feed. On average, this cuts future views by more than 80%.”70 Several fact-checkers said that they were unsure what to make of this statistic, replying, “I don’t know how that number

64 Lucy Suchman, Do Categories Have Politics? The Language Action Perspective Reconsidered, 2 COMPUTER SUPPORTED COOPERATIVE WORK 177, 178 (1994).
65 Id.
67 Id. at 192.
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is calculated,” “We have no public proof of that,” and,ironically, “I can’t fact-check that claim, and that’s a problem.”

Regardless of whether the statistic is true, it points to a larger dimension of how social media understands the regulation of political speech. Instead of banning misinformation or deleting problematic content, Facebook and other social media platforms rely instead on a probabilistic model of speech regulation. They never promise that users will not see content, they just say that it will be less likely. This rationale seemed to frustrate fact-checkers. It points to a new, probabilistic way to treat fact-checkers’ work that they did not fully understand or agree with. “We don’t get any information about these stories or what’s happened to them [after we fact-check them]. What they’re telling the public is no more than what we’re getting. We don’t know and we don’t understand how they’re using it.”

This probabilistic gray area was new because it was unlike how fact-checkers saw the value of their work and a different kind of debate than the one they were accustomed to. Fact-checkers told me that they were used to a debate about whether false information should be banned from a platform entirely (de-indexed and entirely removed as best the platform could) or whether false information should continue to appear but displayed alongside the fact-check. Some fact-checkers favored outright bans, others suggested that false information be placed in a separate area, and still, others were comfortable with their fact-checks appearing alongside false information. But no one knew what to do with Facebook’s regulation-through-probability. Why was the 80% number celebrated? How were the remaining 20% of views distributed? Who was still seeing the content, and was it better or worse that they saw it more or less often than others? In his speech, Clegg said that Facebook would “demote” (not ban) “previously debunked content” that “politicians” shared, so was the Facebook the 80% statistic the same number that would drive those demotions? Were there different percentages for politicians and non-politicians (however each is defined)? Did 80% represent a victory that satisfied Facebook, a target that their algorithms were trying to hit, or was it trying to move to a different number—85%? 90%? 97%? Presumably, the target is not 100%, because that would be a ban, and Facebook’s then-vice president for its News Feed product said “that we cannot become arbiters of truth ourselves.” To Facebook, probabilities are governors, but not arbiters. They seem to see themselves as creating statistical
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likelihoods that exist below some threshold of chance that does not act as a deterministic judgment.

As with the discussion of political categories, the point here is not to advocate for an ideal number or to say that Facebook is succeeding or failing with this statistic. Rather, what emerged through the partnership was the idea that speech should be governed probabilistically, that fact-checkers’ work would somehow feed into those likelihoods in ways that they did not understand and could not verify, and that this type of statistical, algorithmic governance was less odious to the circulation of political speech than some other system would be.

I elsewhere discuss how this type of probabilistic governance is not unique to Facebook and suggest that it is a new and understudied logic common to many online platforms. For example, in 2019, YouTube said it would “begin reducing recommendations of borderline content and content that could misinform users in harmful ways.” Twitter’s Del Harvey said that, “Given the context of the scale we’re dealing with, if you’re talking about a billion tweets, and everything goes perfectly right 99.999% of the time, then you’re still talking about 10,000 tweets where everything might not have gone right.” And, after the ACLU discovered that Amazon’s Rekognition facial recognition system falsely identified twenty-eight members of the U.S. Congress as felons, the company said that it recommended that developers of law-enforcement applications set its API match metric at “a threshold of at least 95% or higher,” instead of the API’s default 80% confidence level.

Platforms’ business models need a scale that is ungovernable by anything other than statistical techniques. Although platform antitrust initiatives continue apace, it is inconceivable that all of the large-scale social media platforms will be broken up and become small enough for exclusively human curation and moderation. Given that scale is here to stay, it seems imperative that governance mechanisms like probabilistic speech regulation

receive greater critical attention. How are such thresholds, probabilities, and confidence intervals set? Are they explicit, humanly set limits, or are the variable outputs of machine learning systems designed to find different kinds of patterns? What happens when categories and probabilities intersect—e.g., when the likelihood of a video being a “deepfake” needs to be compared against the chance that bots are circulating a video, which has been shared with by someone who behaves “like” a politician, in a country that “usually” enjoys “press freedom?” As we try to protect the circulation of “political speech” during “elections,” what thresholds and confidences do we need to meet for people to see those races as legitimate? The complexities of probabilistic governance quickly spiral beyond comprehension and control. Is it possible to understand probabilistic systems well enough to slow their spirals?

IV. CONCLUSION

Politics often involves fighting about ideals, categories, and impacts. The type of politics unfolding in online environments is no different, except the ideals, categories, and impacts of contemporary, networked politics are playing out in infrastructures. Private, self-regulating corporations largely control these infrastructures. Even platform employees with full access find it difficult to trace and understand them. And scholars are only beginning to develop the techniques needed to critique the precise ways that speech infrastructures make some speech, and some forms of public life, more likely and desirable than others.

This all matters because, although there is a great deal of smart conversation about how and why to regulate platforms, there does not seem to be as much deep thinking about what kind of public life platform regulations aim to create. Is the ideal public a rational, deliberative, truth-seeking one that Facebook and its fact-checkers seem to want? Is it a participatory one that is less concerned about truth and more concerned about the exchange of opinions? Is it an aggregation of responses to polls, surveys, and questionnaires? Is it an agonistic one that cultivates disagreement, and manages shared consequences, without ever thinking that anything like consensus is ever possible? In all likelihood, it is some combination of these, but it is well past time to create platform regulations that move beyond an almost exclusive focus on marketplace models of speech and deliberative ideals of the public, to messier and normatively complex images of the public interest.80

One of the places that these images of public life appear is in the media infrastructures that govern online speech. These infrastructures are messy,

80 See generally Phillip M. Napoli, Social Media and the Public Interest (2019).
hidden, and seemingly boring things like content dashboards, structured data formats, political relationship management systems, and news advertising networks. Though journalism scholars are beginning to interrogate the epistemological dynamics of these infrastructures—how they make and circulate knowledge claims—there is still little work on these infrastructures’ normative power—their ability to “make up people” and the rules of politics and thus create public life.

I have tried to show here that there are (at least) three ways of making up political people: By implicitly adhering to an information ideal of the citizen and a marketplace model of speech, by letting platforms create and naturalize the terms and categories that political life depends upon, and by uncritically accepting the probabilistic governance systems that the business models of large-scale social media platforms seem to need.

To imagine different kinds of publics and sociotechnical futures—e.g., to see press freedom differently or create public media systems—we need to reject exclusively information-based ideals of political personhood, denaturalize social media categories, and trace, resist, and perhaps ban probabilistic governance that is beyond human oversight.
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